you can be a hero
for just $16 a month, you can bring two new children into our agency program

through agencies, families receive diapers and are connected to services like:

- housing
- medical
- childcare
- case management
- utility assistance

$16 a month

donate
when you give to happybottoms™, you are giving to an organization you can trust

The Platinum Seal of Transparency is the highest level of recognition offered by GuideStar, the world’s largest source of nonprofit information. By sharing metrics that highlight the progress we are making toward our mission, we’re helping you, our donors, directly see the impact your donations are making to move our organization forward. Visit our GuideStar Page
a happybottoms HERO helps those who need it most

49% of families you help will be single parents like:

Jasmin
Montoyia
Kayley

become their hero today!
when you become a happybottoms hero, you’re joining a community dedicated to sustaining the mission over the long term. **give monthly.**

WATCH: monthly donors are truly happybottoms’ heros
become a happybottoms™ HERO and receive:

- this window cling welcome gift
- quarterly updates
- 10% discount on happybottoms' marketplace

become a HERO today!